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United Kingdom – 17 June 2015 – Today marks the highly anticipated publication of Corporate
LiveWire’s 2015 M&A Awards Winners Guide.
The 2015 Mergers & Acquisitions Awards Guide celebrates the achievements of dealmakers,
management teams, financiers and professional advisors who, over the past 12 months, have
demonstrated excellence in their deal making. Corporate LiveWire takes great pride in publishing its full
list of winners and celebrating the success with these firms.
Leah Jones and Elizabeth Moore, Awards Directors of the 2015 M&A Awards Winners Guide are thrilled
with the stature of this year’s winners. Commenting on the vigorous level of competition this year, Leah
said: “We were delighted with the volume of nominations received for this year’s M&A awards. The
standard of competition has been incredibly tough this year with our judging panel having spent
countless hours deliberating before reaching its conclusion. Each chosen winner has truly deserved to be
presented with an award, and we wish all winners continued success over the coming years.”
The judging panel at Corporate LiveWire placed each shortlisted candidate under intense scrutiny,
setting its sights firmly on the most impressive performance over the past year. Each winner was chosen
on merit and is set to play an important role in the continued economic growth.
This year’s winners include Bureau van Dijk for M&A Research Firm of the Year, Dr. Ihlas GmbH,
Avondale, Mpd Engenharia Ltda, Viscogliosi Bros. LLC (VB), Cavendish Corporate Finance, Diageo, DLA
Piper and MoneySoft, Inc. to name but a few.
The full winners guide can be found at: http://www.corporatelivewire.com/m-and-a-awards.html
About Corporate LiveWire
Corporate LiveWire is brought to you by Fenice Media Ltd., a publishing house with an international
presence. Fenice Media aims to offer a number of platforms for connecting its clients with an exclusive,
global audience. The core products offer daily-updated content along with regular magazine
publications that can be viewed on all digital platforms.
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